Mission Statement

Crescent Nursery is committed to providing high quality care and education for children aged 2 to 4 years in a homely and caring atmosphere. Children are able to learn through play and a stimulating educational environment. Our practitioners are qualified to the highest standards and are always consistent in developing professional development further. We take utmost pride in our Nursery’s ethos which is to promote a sound environment for the children to learn and spiritually benefit them.

Our nursery is located within the heart of the community which helps establish strong links with extended organisation/agencies. Our children are constantly learning about their environment and community links which will help build there awareness about understanding the world around them.

We plan activities around the children to help build them intellectually and the children have learning journeys to record their progress. Assessments are done regularly to assess their development levels are to target. And where early intervention is required it can be sought.

The nursery has strong links with the local schools to ensure a smooth transition for those children who will be moving to key stage 1. We pride ourselves on having excellent teacher and parent communication links by having open dialogues daily and any concerns or comments are dealt with promptly. Parents are encouraged to have an input in their child’s education we encourage this by liaising with them through newsletters and the children’s learning journeys which they are allowed to access any time. If a parent has a concern about their child’s development we promptly deal with that concern to our utmost abilities.